Common Crimes and Laws in the UAE
You’re convinced that you would never break the rules? The UAE has a lot of very strict laws that expats
often would not expect, but also impresses with a rather low crime rate. Still, it is not uncommon for
expats to become the target of scams. Learn more about how to recognize and avoid them!


Smaller crimes like petty theft are among the most common crimes committed in the UAE.



There are many laws expats struggle to stick to, including co-habitation laws, alcohol laws, and laws
prohibiting eating and drinking in public during Ramadan.



There are different types of scams common in the Emirates that often target expats.

If you expected having to rent a bullet proof vehicle for a safe commute in the Emirates, we will have to
disappoint you. The UAE is a relatively safe country, with violent crime rates being at a low. Although
about half of all expats worry about their safety before their move to Dubai or Abu Dhabi, most of them
report feeling quite safe in this country at the Arabian Gulf.
PETTY THEFT AND SCAMS, THE MOST COMMON CRIMES IN THE UAE
Even compared to first-world countries and Western cities, the UAE has a rather low crime rate.
Especially violent crimes and property crimes are rare and hardly ever affect expats or tourists. This does
not mean that smaller crimes do no occur, of course. According to the US Bureau of Diplomatic Security,
petty theft, pickpocketing, scams, and sexual harassment still occur although they are usually not violent
and weapons are not involved.
Drug crimes are generally not very common which is also due to harsh punishments. However, the DEA
Dubai Country Office reported an increase in seizures of weapons, drugs, and human smuggling by the
authorities. Drug trafficking groups enter the UAE to collect and distribute their goods but also use it as a
transit point. These crimes will probably leave most expats untouched.
STICKING TO THE RULES — UNEXPECTED LAWS IN THE UAE
While you may think of yourself as an upright resident in the UAE, you might still be breaking a few laws
without even knowing. You might get away with some of them, but others will easily get you in trouble.
We have listed the most common laws expats struggle with.
For Married People Only
As you may or may not know, it is illegal in the UAE to have sexual relations with someone you are not
married to. It doesn’t matter if you have just met your partner a week ago or if you have been with them
for 20 years, if you want to share your bed with them you better do it secretly (or not at all). This also
extends to co-habitation. You may have lived with your partner before you came to the Emirates together,
but as far as the police is concerned, you better get your own place. Some emirates are stricter than others,
but the minimum jail time for this is one year, usually followed by deportation.

Keep It Decent
Of course, it’s not a problem to hold your spouse’s hand in public or give them an innocent peck on the
cheek. However, passionate kissing and touching should be reserved for your private space only. You
should be aware that disrespectful behavior, even if it is not sexual, can get you in a lot of trouble quickly.
This includes showing the finger and other inappropriate gestures, as well as foul language and spitting. If
you want to find out more about cultural values and social customs in the UAE, check out our article on
the topic.
On the Rocks… Alcohol Laws in the Emirates
The UAE, including Dubai which is known as a party hub, have rather strict alcohol law. Only restaurants
and bars with a proper license (usually those attached to a four- or five-star hotel) can serve alcohol and,
of course, you are allowed to drink as much as you wish there. However, drunken behavior in public is
not allowed and if the alcohol makes you feel particularly romantic, you should switch to water or soft
drinks before you get yourself into trouble.
Keep in mind that you need a license to buy and transport alcohol, or store it in your house. Strictly
speaking, this is even necessary to consume alcohol in the first place. Applying for a license is not that
difficult but it has to get renewed annually and is tied to the emirate in which it was issued. Your Dubai
license will therefore not grant you the right to buy drinks in Abu Dhabi.
The Holy Month of Ramadan
Non-Muslim expats do not have to participate in the fast during the month of Ramadan but are still
required to be respectful of those around them who do. There are some cafés and restaurants which
discreetly serve their customers between sunrise and sunset. But even if you find one of these spots to buy
a sandwich and a cup of coffee, you won’t be allowed to enjoy both in public. As confusing as it might
seem to newcomers, during Ramadan eating and drinking should be reserved for your private space or the
hours after sunset.
POLICE ENFORCEMENT AND HOW TO CALL FOR HELP
Law enforcement is rather strict in the UAE and the police pay attention to every breaking of the law, no
matter how benign it might seem. They are using sophisticated equipment, including fingerprints and iris
scan technology, to identify expats in the UAE. While the police does not treat expats with kid gloves —
in 2014 several expats were arrested for consuming alcohol without a permit — calling the police when
you become the victim of a crime is a good idea.
The emergency response number you should dial in case of a fire is 997, to report a crime, call 998, and
999 to receive medical services . The operators usually speak a lot of different languages and will be able
to help you. However, if you need police assistance and don’t speak Arabic, you should specifically
request a police officer who speaks English.
When it comes to living in a Muslim country like the UAE, some rules should be obvious – but others are
less so. And while they might be rarely enforced, it’s still a good idea to aware of them, lest you
inadvertently fall foul of the law.

Swearing in WhatsApp messages

Not only is it a criminal offence to drop an F-bomb in public, but it’s also against the law to use abusive
language in WhatsApp messages – and that includes the ‘middle finger’ emoji. Under the UAE’s cyber
crime laws, anyone convicted faces a fine of up to Dhs500,000, a prison sentence, and deportation.
Case study: In 2015, a man was initially fined Dhs3000 for swearing at a colleague over WhatsApp, but
prosecutors later appealed the verdict, saying he should face a fine of up to Dhs250,000 or imprisonment.
While the content of the message was not made public, it was described as ‘insulting words’.
Legal expert says: “The UAE Federal Law on Combating Cyber Crimes is relatively new and contains
severe punishments. In addition to imprisonment and hefty fines, anyone found guilty of committing any
of the crimes listed in the law also faces deportation.
“Article 20 states that slander, using abusive language, or insulting another person or entity using a
computer network or any information technology means is a punishable crime. In addition, the Court of
Cassation recently found that WhatsApp falls within the definition of ‘information technology’.
“With a punishment of imprisonment and a fine of up to Dhs500,000, it is best to avoid any sort of
negative or insulting comments on all social media platforms, emails and WhatsApp.”

Sharing photos of accidents

While curiosity might get the better of some rubberneckers, the UAE’s Ministry of Interior says snapping
photos or videos of traffic accidents and circulating them on social networking sites is a violation of the
law. It’s also illegal to post images or videos of aviation accidents, with those found guilty facing up to
life imprisonment and/or a fine between Dhs50,000 and Dhs3 million, as well as deportation.
Case study: When an Emirates Boeing 777 crash-landed at Dubai International Airport in 2016,
the General Civil Aviation Authority warned witnesses that sharing images of the accident
was “irresponsible and disrespectful to the victims, and is punishable under UAE law”.
Legal expert says: “Sharing videos or photos of accidents may be considered a breach of several articles
of law, including the obstruction of justice or an ongoing investigation. It is advisable to avoid sharing
videos and photos of any accident in order to avoid facing criminal and civil liability. It is also a simple
human courtesy to respect the privacy of those involved in any accident.”

Checking your spouse’s phone

In the UAE, it’s illegal to “use a computer network and/or electronic information system or any
information technology for the invasion of privacy of another person” – and that includes snooping on
your spouse. The crime could land you up to three years in jail, in addition to a fine ranging from
Dhs100,000 to Dhs300,000.
Case study: In 2016, a woman in Ajman was found guilty of breaching the privacy of her husband after
she transferred photos from her husband’s phone to hers via WhatsApp because she suspected he was
having an affair. The woman was fined Dhs150,000 and deported.
Legal expert says: “While there is no article which explicitly incriminates a person for checking the
phone of their spouse, there are several articles within the Federal Law on Combating Cyber Crimes and
the Criminal Code which addresses the issue of invasion of privacy.
“The UAE law on Combating Cyber Crimes states in Article 2: ‘Shall be punished by imprisonment and a
fine not less than Dhs100,000 and not in excess of Dhs300,000 or either of these two penalties whoever
gains access to a website, an electronic information system, computer network or information technology
means without authorisation or in excess of authorisation or unlawfully remains therein.'”

Fundraising

Publicising a fundraiser on social media and appealing for donations without permission is against the
UAE’s Charity Law. Any type of fundraising must first be approved by the Islamic Affairs and Charitable
Activities Department, to ensure funds do not end up in the wrong hands.
Case study: Last year, a British/Australian citizen was charged with fundraising without permission
when he used social media to recommend a charity drive to buy blankets and tarpaulins for refugees in
Afghanistan. He was detained for more than two weeks before the case was dropped.
Legal expert says: “Having to obtain the required authorisation before conducting any type of
fundraising, even if for a charitable purpose, is not a new issue. However, failing to do so now might have
much more serious implications in light of the aggressive punishments outlined in the Federal Law on
Combating Cyber Crimes. The punishments include imprisonment, fines no less than Dhs250,000 and up
to 500,000 and deportation.
“It is imperative in any jurisdiction to have laws regulating fundraising in order to ensure that any
individual or entity conducting a fundraiser is doing so legally and for a permissible purpose.”

Taking photos of planes

DXB might be a planespotter’s paradise, but if you take a commemorative snap of your aircraft, you’re
technically breaking the law. It’s also illegal to take photos of other restricted areas like military
buildings, palaces and courts, and doing could land you a jail sentence of up to three months, or a fine
of up to Dhs5000.
Case study: In 2015, three British planespotters were sentenced to two months’ imprisonment after they
were found guilty of taking photographs of aircraft at Fujairah airport. The men were arrested on national
security grounds, but the men said they had simply wanted to see the older and rarer aircraft at the airport.
Legal expert says: “In most countries, you will find similar laws and regulations which address the issue
of entering or photographing restricted areas. We live in a time where we have to be extra cautious of
similar crimes and assist the authorities in ensuring the safety of the public.
“You can find many videos and photos taken of a nice aircraft interior for example without it being
illegal. It is when such videos and photos are taken without permission, for the wrong purpose or in a
restricted area that you find yourself answering to the authorities.”

Taking photos of others (without consent)

It’s always a good idea to ask for permission before you take someone’s picture, but in Dubai this is a
non-negotiable, particularly if you intend to post the photo to social media. Under the UAE’s cyber crime
laws, you can be fined up to Dhs500,000 and jailed for six months if someone objects to your sneaky
snap.
Case study: Last year, a Dubai resident uploaded a video to Instagram which clearly identified billionaire
Balwinder Sahni’s Rolls Royce, parked in a disabled bay. Sahni filed a case against the man after the
video went viral, but later dropped the charges.
Legal expert says: “It is no surprise that there are laws protecting the privacy of the public, as no one
wants their picture made public without their knowledge or consent. If you intend to take a photo or video
of a crime, it is advisable to only share it with the authorities, or you yourself could be facing jail time,
fines and deportation.”

Spreading rumours

Guilty of being a gossip? Well, you’d better make sure you’ve got your facts right, because spreading
false rumours – especially those posted to social media – could land you in jail for up to three years, with
a fine of up to Dhs1 million. The penalty can be imposed on those who knowingly spread misinformation
that could harm the public interest or disturb the peace.
Case study: During the 2016 floods, photos and videos of the damage were circulated widely around
social media – and naturally, some of them were fake. Officials said spreading these
“rumours” was irresponsible behaviour, and declared it was illegal to post negative images of the storm.
Legal expert says: “In order to avoid chaos and public disorder, it is advisable to keep the task of
warning the public of any potential danger to the authorities. When an individual takes it upon themselves
to start sharing and forwarding photos and videos of any sort, without being allowed to do so and without
confirming authenticity, they are putting themselves at risk of breaching the law.
“Moreover, when photos and videos being circulated relate to a public hazard, you are also interfering
with, and obstructing the authorities from doing their job.”
The information contained in this story was correct as of May 2017.

